New for April 2023
Large Print Books

Baldacci, David — Simply Lies
Bossenecker, John — Gentleman Bandit
Box, C. J. — Storm Watch
Brennan, Allison — Sorority Murder
Brown, Sandra — Devine Doughnut Shop
Brown, Rita Mae — Hiss & Tell
Frazier, Charles — Trackers
Hood, Joshua — Robert Ludlum’s the Treadstone Rendition
Jance, J. A. — Collateral Damage
Johnstone, William — Dark is the Night
Kelly, Martha — Golden Doves
Meltzer, Brad — Nazi Conspiracy
Morton, Kate — Homecoming
Ross, JoAnn — Second Chance Spring
Sandford, John — Dark Angel
Walls, Jeannette — Hang the Moon
Yates, Maisey — Unbridled Cowboy

Want to know what new books are at the library? Sign up at www.wowbrary.org to receive a weekly email.
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